
Your 24/7 teacher’s assistant 

Built to get  
students speaking

Formality informal

Did you get it right?

Yes No

ReviewExit

Are you American?

Vous êtes américain ?

Adaptive Review System

 ` Native-speaker audio and Culture Notes provide  
real-world context.

 ` Pronunciation tools like Voice Comparison and 
interactive phonetic support help students  
fine-tune their speaking skills.

 ` Critical-thinking slides, memory-building exercises 
and Grammar Notes reinforce learned material.

 ` Listening and reading exercises challenge students with 
both familiar and new course content through different 
modes of learning.

 ` Mango’s adaptive review system personalizes review 
card sequences to each student’s learning progress.

Designed specifically to engage students, Mango Classroom is built on our proven  
conversation-focused methodology, Intuitive Language Construction. Our content is structured  
to identify skill levels and track achievements along the Mango Proficiency Scale. The Mango 
learning system makes it fun for students and compares favorably to universally recognized 
standards of proficiency and the 5 C’s of the World-Readiness Standards for Learning Languages.

What about going to see Monet's house?

Et si on allait voir la maison de Monet ?
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Exit
Unit 3  •  Chapter 7  •  Lesson 7

Critical Thinking + Memory-Building

Bonjour. Je m'appelle Philippe.

Native Speaker Audio + Cultural Insights

42 32 2

Tiens, salut Paul ! Ça va ? Il fait très froid 
ce samedi matin. Et il neige beaucoup ! Il 
fait toujours froid au mois de décembre. 
Vivement le printemps ! La France est 
belle au mois de mai. Bonne journée et 
bon week-end ! A lundi !

always

42 32 2

Listening & Reading Activities

 ` The Mango app is equipped with  
Bluetooth integration and auto play feature  
for hands-free and on-the-go learning.

 ` Offline learning mode gives students the ability to 
pre-download lessons for access during limited or 
no connectivity.

 ` Students receive two additional learning profiles 
per learner to include friends and family and 
increase learning support outside the classroom.



Classroom Guides and Course Guides sync any curricula structure with Mango learning content.

Classroom Guides Course Guides

 

 
 

 

DIALOGUE PRACTICE 
Spanish (Latin American) 
Unit 1 | Chapter 1. Salutations and Small Talk 

 

Teacher Guide 
In this exercise, students will see dialogue fragments in isolation which they have to put into the correct 
order. Students will then read the dialogue out loud. 
 

Activity 
❏ 10 - 20 min 
❏ Groups of 2+ 
❏ Uses Mango chapter audio 
❏ Optional: Uses Mango chapter visual 
❏ Printing and cutting required prior to activity 

Skills 
❏ Reading 
❏ Listening 
❏ Speaking 
❏ Pronunciation 
❏ Vocabulary 

 

Modification options 

Easy 
❏ Do the dialogue exercise after 

students have completed at least 
50% of the corresponding Mango 
Conversations chapter. 

❏ Play the Mango Conversations 
Chapter dialogue to the class twice 
from the Mango app or desktop. 

❏ Accompany with visual supports by 
projecting the conversation slide 
onto a board while it plays.   

Medium 
❏ Do the dialogue exercise after 

students have completed at least 
50% of the corresponding Mango 
Conversations chapter. 

❏ Play the Mango Conversations 
Chapter dialogue to the class twice 
from the Mango app or desktop. 

❏ Auditory input only. No visual 
supports by projecting the 
conversation slide onto a board.  

Difficult 
❏ Do the dialogue exercise before 

students begin study of the 
corresponding Mango 
Conversations chapter. 

❏ Play the Mango Conversations 
Chapter dialogue to the class 
once from the Mango app or 
desktop. 

❏ Auditory input only. No visual 
supports by projecting the 
conversation slide onto a board. 
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End of chapter student evaluation matrix 
 

Student Name:  Date: 

Achievements 
Student demonstrated this quality 

Strongly  Marginally  Missed 

Student can express gratitude       

Student can use multiple appropriate terms for greeting and leave-taking       

Student can use simple phrases to talk about the weather       

Student can make small talk by expressing basic feelings       

Student can understand greetings       

Student can recognize the sound of a few letters when they are spoken or spelled out       

Student can recognize gender agreement of adjectives       

Student can use subject-verb agreement appropriately       

Student correctly uses personal pronouns       

Student correctly uses at least two forms of the verb “to be”       

Student creates affirmative sentences and questions       

Score         

Total   
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Student Learning Objectives  Completion Time 

Chapter 1. Salutations and Small Talk 
Mango Chapter Conversational Goals 

❏ Express gratitude 

❏ Express how someone feels 

❏ Greet people 

❏ Introduce yourself 

❏ Make small talk with strangers 
 
Mango Chapter Grammar Goals 

❏ Be introduced to subject-verb agreement 

❏ Create affirmative sentences and questions 

❏ Learn two forms of the verb “to be” 

❏ Recognize gender agreement of adjectives 

❏ Use personal pronouns 

Mango Conversations Chapter 1:  
(Total 140-200 minutes) 

❏ 7 lessons: 105-140 minutes  

(15-20 min per lesson) 

❏ Listening: 10-20 minutes 

❏ Reading: 10-20 minutes 

❏ Recap:  15-20 minutes 

❏ Chapter Quiz: Optional 

❏ Review: Optional 

Mango Lesson Plan for Chapter 1:   
(Total 100-235 min) 

❏ Dialogue practice: 10-20 minutes 

❏ Chapter vocab review: 10-20 minutes 

❏ Extra vocabulary: 20-40 minutes 

❏ Speaking practice: 10-30 minutes 

❏ Vocab practice: 5-15 minutes 

❏ Vocab practice (extra): 5-15 minutes 

❏ Grammar practice: 5-15 minutes 

❏ Grammar practice (extra): 5-15 minutes 

❏ Culture discussion: 20-45 minutes 

❏ Writing practice:  10-20 minutes 

Progress toward Mango Beginner 1 (Unit 1)   
25%      
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OVERVIEW 
Spanish (Latin American) 
Unit 1 | Chapter 1. Salutations and Small Talk 

 

Overview 
The lesson plans for each chapter are developed to supplement the Mango 
online lessons with useful, targeted vocabulary, grammar, and cultural activities 
in order to help students reinforce chapter material, build confidence in the 
language, and develop their fluency. Each workbook contains worksheets with a 
variety of individual tasks and group activities, from conversation scenarios and 
writing prompts to quizzes and discussion points. The lesson content is also 
aligned with internationally recognized standards, thus allowing students to 
make connections and draw comparisons between languages and cultures. 
These lessons are an invaluable resource for any teacher looking to reinforce 
the content of Mango’s online lessons and even provide additional material 
centered around the focus of each chapter.  
 
BONUS: Please note that any worksheet labeled “Extra” provides additional vocabulary that has not been introduced in the software, but 
supplements the content of the chapter with relevant words and phrases, their translations, and even transcriptions where necessary. 
 
Teaching order 
You may choose which worksheets to use and in which order. The files are listed in a logical progression but you may also vary them 
based on your students’ needs.  

 

Spanish
Unit 1: Introductions • Course Guide

mangolanguages.com
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What a cold
day!

¡Qué día tan frío!

English Spanish

1
What a cold day! 
(What day so cold!)

¡Qué día tan frío! 
(keh DEEah tahn FREEoh)

2 day
día 
(DEEah)

3 what
qué 
(keh)

4 What a day!
¡Qué día! 
(keh DEEah)

5 cold
frío 
(FREEoh)

6 cold day
día frío 
(DEEah FREEoh)

7 so
tan 
(tahn)

8 so cold day
día tan frío 
(DEEah tahn FREEoh)

9 afternoon
tarde 
(TAHRdtheh)

10 For the next challenge, keep in mind that tarde is feminine.

11 cold afternoon
tarde fría 
(TAHRdeh FREEah)

12 rainy
lluvioso 
(yooBYOHsoh)

13 cold and rainy afternoon
tarde fría y lluviosa 
(TAHRdeh FREEah ee yooBYOHsah)

14 What a cold and rainy afternoon!
¡Qué tarde tan fría y lluviosa! 
(keh TAHRdeh tahn FREEah ee yooBYOHsah)

15 hot
caluroso 
(kahlooROHsoh)

16 is
está 
(ehsTAH)

17 It's hot!
¡Está caluroso! 
(ehsTAH kahlooROHsoh)

18 morning
mañana 
(mahNYAHnah)

19 the hot morning
la mañana calurosa 
(lah mahNYAHnah kahlooROHsah)

20 The morning is hot.
La mañana está calurosa. 
(lah maNYAHnah ehsTAH kahlooROHsah)

21 night
noche 
(NOHcheh)

22
Remember that you say Buenas tardes and Buenas noches?  As you may have guessed by the ending -as, noche is a
feminine noun like tarde, so let's do the next challenge!

23 What a hot night!
¡Qué noche tan calurosa! 
(keh NOHcheh tahn kahlooROHsah)

24 humid
húmedo 
(OOmehdoh)

25 What a humid day!
¡Qué día tan húmedo! 
(keh DEEah tahn OOmehdoh)

26 What a humid night!
¡Qué noche tan húmeda! 
(keh NOHcheh tahn OOmehdah)
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While Mango Classroom comes with over 70 world language courses, the Classroom Guides are available for intensive 
study in several of our high-demand courses, including English for Spanish Speakers:

For learners of English, more than 20 EL courses are available to build confidence connecting with classmates and 
navigating other subjects. Our paired approach to EL learning allows teachers to target additional layers of complexity 
that English-only courses often neglect.

French German ItalianMandarin 
Chinese

JapaneseLatin American 
Spanish

ESL Spanish

Mango’s Classroom Guides include Teacher Lesson Plans and  
Student Workbooks with chapter-based study material to reinforce  
the course material and stimulate conversation.

Organizational tools keep  
setup simple and secure

 ` Groups organizes classes and tracks student progress, 
time spent learning, engagement with a course and 
assessment results all in one place.

 ` The Mango Administration Portal (MAP) is a complete 
statistical dashboard that authenticates students and 
admins, tracks real-time progress and displays overall usage.

 ` Interoperability with preferred SIS platforms  
(Certified Clever Partner) integrates student rosters in 
FERPA-compliant mode, with the benefit of single  
sign-on capability.

Not just a vendor,  
we’re true partners

The Mango K-12 Implementation Process 
is a highly assisted consultative integration 
support and training partnership.

Ongoing support from your dedicated 
Account Manager and specialized  
roll-out team includes training plans  
and regular check-ins.

Go to mangolanguages.com/education to request a personalized introduction to  
Mango Classroom. When students are engaged and inspired, Language is an Adventure.
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